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ABSTRACT
 

The present study was conducted to characterize the genetic diversity using RAPD (Random Amplified Polymorphic 

DNA) molecular markers in the year 2012. The genomic DNA of 32 finger millet genotypes were subjected to PCR 

amplification using 45 RAPD primers. Out of 45 primers, 25 primers showed polymorphism. It was observed that 151 

fragments were generated in all the genotypes, among which 142 fragments were polymorphic and 9 fragments were 

monomorphic. Maximum number of bands were amplified by the primer OPM-17 (12 bands), followed by OPK-17 (11 

bands) and OPK-8 (10 bands), whereas least number of bands were amplified by the primer OPM-15 and OPM-19 (2 

bands). The maximum number of bands were observed in the genotypes KOPN 930 (125 bands), followed by KOPN 

926 (122 bands) and KOPN 865 (120 bands). Whereas VL 149 (43 bands) reported least number of bands followed by 

PR 202 (44 bands) and KOPN 892 (51 bands). Similarity analysis of the RAPD markers revealed moderate to high 

diversity among the finger millet genotypes, with the similarity index value ranging from 0.407 to 0.904. Maximum 

diversity was observed between the genotypes KOPN 338 and VL 149 (0.407), followed by KOPN 929 and VL 149 

(0.424) and KOPN 161 and VL149 (0.433). Maximum similarity was observed between the genotypes KOPN 922 and 

KOPN 926 (0.904), followed by KOPN 915 and KOPN 55 (0.889) and KOPN 464 and KOPN 757 (0.885). Total 63 

genotypic combinations showed the similarity index above 0.80, where as 69 genotypic combinations reported 

similarity index between 0.75 to 0.80 and 84 genotypic combinations reported similarity index between 0.70 to 0.75 

showing high similarity. The UPGMA based clustering analysis grouped these genotypes into three mega-clusters. It 

shows highest 28 genotypes in cluster I sub-grouped into five subclusters, whereas cluster II and cluster III had two 

genotypes each. This RAPD analysis showed maximum genetic diversity among the genotypes VL 149, KOPN 338, 

KOPN 929 and KOPN 161, these genotypes can be considered as parents of interest and crossed with elite material to 

develop new breeding population or simultaneous transfer of multiple traits/genes in crop improvement of finger millet.
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INTRODUCTION 
Finger millet or Ragi (Eleusine coracana L.) is an 

important crop used for food, forage, and industrial 

products. It is distributed in tropical and temperate 

regions of the world. The germplasm identification and 

characterization is an important link between the 

conservation and utilization of plant genetic resources. 

This crop has accumulated considerable diversity over 

the years for vegetative, reproductive and physiological 

characters. Traditionally, species or germplasm 

identification has relied on morphological characters 

like growth habit, leaf architecture or floral 

morphology. As of now in India, only a small fraction 

of the total available collections have been used in the 

national breeding programmes (Ramkrishna et al. 

1996). The large and diverse germplasm collections are 

available in public and private organizations in India. 

Molecular markers have provided a powerful new tool 

for breeders to identify the new sources of variation. 

This molecular approach for identification of plant 

genotypes are very effective than the traditional 

morphological system. Among various technique of 

molecular approach, RAPD (random amplified 
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polymorphic DNA) is one of the important technique 

use to access the germplasm diversity. The present 

investigation was carried out to investigate the genetic 

diversity of selected finger millet genotypes thorugh the 

use of RAPD markers. This is helpful in breeding 

programs and a major input into conservation biology 

of finger millet. RAPD is quite efficient in bringing out 

genetic diversity at DNA level. (Hilu 1995, Fakrudin et 

al 2004, Kanchan Kumari and Pande 2010). 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS
 

The experimental material for the present investigation 

consisted of thirty two genotypes of finger millet 

(Eleusine coracana (L.) Gaertn)  collected from the 

Associate Director of Research, Zonal Agricultural 

Research Station, Shenda Park, Kolhapur. The list of 

genotypes along with their pedigree is given in Table 1. 

The molecular diversity between selected thirty two 

genotypes was done by using UPGA based dendrogram 

generated with NTSYSpc 2.02i. Total DNA was 

extracted from the leaves of thirty two genotypes by 

CTAB (Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide) method 

as described by Doyle and Doyle (1990) with some 

modifications. Molecular study was conducted as per 

the protocol given by Fakrudin et al. (2006) for RAPD 

with some modifications. RAPD primers were tested 

for amplification and polymorphism using DNA from 

genotypes. PCR was performed in Corbett 

thermocycler. The PCR amplicication conditions was 

standardized for RAPD primers the basic amplification 

condition was 5 min at 95
0
c, 40 cycles of 30 sec. at 

94
0
C, 30 sec. at 37

0
C annealing temperature, 1 min. at 

72
0
C, and 5 min at 72

0
C for final extension. PCR 

products of ISSR and RAPD primers were separated on 

1.2% agarose gel. The DNA profiles were visualized on 

a UV transilluminator in Gel Documentation System 

(Flour chem.
TM 

Alpha innotech, USA). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 

The genomic DNA of 32 finger millet genotypes was 

subjected to PCR amplification using 45 RAPD 

primers. Out of these, 25 primers produced 

polymorphic amplicons were selected for genetic 

diversity analysis by taking into consideration the 

repeatability, sharpness and intensity of alleles. 

 

A total of 151 reproducible amplicons with an average 

of 6.04 fragments per primer were produced using 25 

RAPD primers. All the markers displayed polymorphic 

amplicons. Of the total amplicons (151), 9 amplicons 

were monomorphic whearas 142 were polymorphic 

(94.04%) in more than one genotype. Among the 

polymorphic amplicons, 26.05% were highly 

polymorphic, 61.97% were moderately polymorphic 

and 11.97% showed low polymorphism. (Table 1). 

 
The range of loci and average number of loci 

reproduced in present investigation were in comparison 

with the earlier studies with random primers. The extent 

of polymorphism in the present study was little but 

similar compared to the earlier reports of Fakrudin et al. 

(2006), Das S. et al. (2009), Ramwant Gupta et al. 

(2010), Yogendra Singh and J. Kumar (2010) and 

reported similar results. 

 

The observations recorded in Table 2 indicate that 

among 142 polymorphic amplicons, 37 were highly 

polymorphic, 88 moderately polymorphic and 17 

amplicons showed low polymorphism. The number of 

amplicons generated by each primer varied from 2 to 

12. Maximum number of amplicons were amplified by 

the primer OPM 17 (12 amplicons) followed by OPK 

17 (11 amplicons), OPM 8 (10 amplicions) and OPK 20 

and OPM 5 (9 amplicons each), OPK 9, OPK 11 ( 8 

amplicons each), OPK 16, OPK 19, OPM 9 (7 

amplicons each) whereas least number of amplicons 

were amplified by the primer OPM 15 and OPM 19 (2 

amplicons each), followed by OPM 20 (3 amplicons). 

Seventeen primers showed 100 per cent polymorphism.  

The amplification pattern of some RAPD primers is 

shown in Plate I. 

 

The percentage of polymorphism varied with each 

primer ranging from 50.00 to 100 per cent. The primers 

OPK 10, OPK 11, OPK 12, OPK 14, OPK 16, OPK 17, 

OPK 19, OPK 20, OPM 5, OPM 6, OPM 7, OPM 8, 

OPM 9, OPM 13, OPM 14, OPM 16, OPM 17 and 

OPM 20 recorded maximum (100 %) polymorphic 

amplicons, whereas, the primers OPM 15 and OPM 19 

recorded the lowest (50.00 %) (Table 2). 

 

The primer OPM 17 gave highest number of highly 

polymorphic fragments (12) followed by OPK 17 (11), 

OPK 8 (10), OPK 20 and OPM 5 (9 each), OPK 9 and 

OPK 11 (8 each), OPK 16, OPK 19 and OPM 9 (7 

each) whereas the primers OPM 15 and OPM 19 (2 

each) followed by OPM 20 (3), OPK 10, OPK 12, OPK 

14, OPM 8, OPM 14 and OPM 16 (4 each) recorded 

least polymorphic fragment. (Table 2). 
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High       : Fragment present in 40 to 60 per cent 

genotypes 

Moderate    : Fragment present in 10 to 40 or 60 to 90 

per cent genotypes 

Low       : Fragment present in < 10 and > 90 per 

cent genotypes (Chimote et al., 2004) 

 

All the 32 genotypes evaluated for the molecular 

diversity with 25 RAPD primers showed variation in 

the amplification pattern. The maximum number of 

amplicons (125 amplicons) were observed in KOPN 

930 followed by KOPN 926 (122 amplicons), KOPN 

865 (120 amplicons). Whereas VL 149 (43 amplicons) 

reported least number of amplicons followed by PR 202 

(44 amplicons) and KOPN 892 (51 amplicons). The 

improved varieties showed least number of loci than 

that of landraces and local selections. The landraces 

showed more loci. This may be due to the more 

diversity among the landraces indicating their 

distinctive and diverse genetic make up. 

 

Divergence analysis in finger millet genotypes using 

RAPD markers: 
Dendrogram constructed with NTSYSpc 2.02i on the 

basis of RAPD polymorphism revealed the pattern of 

relatedness among 32 finger millet genotypes. 

Clustering analysis based on Unweighted Pair Group 

Method using Arithmetic Averages (UPGMA) using 

Dice similarity coefficient grouped 32 finger millet 

genotypes into three mega-clusters clearly indicated 

low to moderate genetic diversity among the finger 

millet genotypes under study. Cluster I had highest 

number of genotypes (28 genotypes) followed by 

cluster II and cluster III (2 genotypes each). The major 

cluster I were further grouped into five sub-clusters. 

The details of the genotypes included in each sub-

cluster are presented in Table 3 and depicted in 

dendrogram (Fig. 1). Fakrudin et al. (2006) analysis the 

12 accessions of finger millet and grouped into two 

major clusters based on amplification pattern generated 

by 37 RAPD primers, whereas Babu et al. (2007) finger 

printed 32 finger millet genotypes and grouped into two 

major cluster using 50 random amplified polymorphic 

(RAPD) DNA markers. Kanchan Kumari and Anita 

Pande (2010) grouped 12 finger millet genotypes into 

two major clusters based on RAPD primers. Kebere 

Bezaweletaw (2011) evaluated 66 finger millet 

landraces and were grouped into nine clusters using 

fifteen RAPD markers. 
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Cluster I was the largest and most diverse cluster 

consisting of 28 genotypes. This cluster was sub-

grouped into five sub-clusters at varying degree of 

similarity. The cluster comprised of landraces and one 

improved varieties. The sub-cluster Ia highest consist of 

genotypes KOPN 915, KOPN 55, KOPN 464, KOPN 

757, KOPN 929, KOPN 922, KOPN 926, KOPN 930, 

KOPN 865, KOPN 934, KOPN 913, KOPN 911, 

KOPN 370, KOPN 434, KOPN 338 (15 genotypes) 

followed by sub-cluster Ib with KOPN 495, KOPN 795, 

KOPN 161, KOPN 162,KOPN838 (5 genotypes), sub-

cluster Id with KOPN 908, HR 374, KOPN 938, Patan 

gutting (4 genotypes),  sub-cluster Ic with KOPN 925, 

KOPN 241 (2 genotypes) and sub-cluster Ie with 

KOPN 387, KOPN 727 (2 genotypes) genotypes 

respectively. All sub clusters had landraces only sub-

cluster Id had one improved genotypes. The genotypes 

grouped in various sub-clusters showed phenotypic 

and/or genotypic similarities. The independent grouping 

of landraces and improved varieties indicated the 

differences in the genetic architecture of these 

genotypes. 

 

Cluster II comprised two improved varieties, viz. PES 

100 and VL 149 with 72.30 % similarity between these 

two genotypes indicating moderate similarity among 

the genotypes. These two genotypes were early 

maturity with short plant height. The distinctness of 

these landraces from other landraces indicated the 

differences in genetic constitution of these genotypes. 

 

The two genotype KOPN 892 and PR 202 were 

grouped in cluster III showed moderate similarity in 

genetic constitution with similar coefficient of 0.571 

between them. These genotypes cluster independently 

from rest of genotypes differentiating at similarity 

coefficient of 0.52. These genotypes were late in 

maturity. 

 

Similarity analysis of the  RAPD markers revealed 

moderate to high diversity among the finger millet 

genotypes, with the similarity index value ranging from 

0.407 to 0.904 (Appendix-I). Maximum diversity was 

observed between the genotypes KOPN 338 and VL 

149 (0.407), followed by KOPN 929 and VL 149 

(0.424) and KOPN 161 and VL149 (0.433). The wider 

range in similarity coefficient indicated large genetic 

diversity in material studied which may be due to use of 

more number of genotypes from diverse sources than 

that of previous reports. 

 

Maximum similarity was observed between the 

genotypes KOPN 922 and KOPN 926 (0.904), followed 

by KOPN 915 and KOPN 55 (0.889) and KOPN 464 

and KOPN 757 (0.885). Total 63 genotypic 

combinations showed the similarity index above 0.80, 

where as 69 genotypic combinations reported similarity 
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index between 0.75 to 0.80 and 84 genotypic 

combinations reported similarity index between 0.70 to 

0.75 showing high similarity (Appendix-I). 

 

In a nutshell, RAPD primers were found to be useful 

for differentiating finger millet genotypes according to 

their respective genotypic constitution indicating the 

usefulness of these primers in the fingerprinting of 

finger millet genotypes and in understanding the 

evolutionary relationships of this species. The present 

investigation was in confirmation of the earlier studies 

conducted by Kebere Bezaweletaw (2011) who 

reported the usefulness of RAPD markers for 

fingerprinting and to study phylogenetic analysis of 

finger millet genotypes. Similar results were reported 

by Hilu (1995), Salimath et al. (1995) and Fakrudin et 

al. (2006). Marker-based differentiation and 

identification of these genotypes may help for better 

utilization in further breeding programme.  To 

summaries the genotypes from diverse clusters may be 

inter- crossed to generate higher variability. Hence 

genotypes VL 149, PES 110 ( II) (Cluster II) can be 

crossed with KOPN 892, PR 202 (Cluster III), KOPN 

915, KOPN 922, KOPN161, KOPN 241  (cluster I) to 

create more variability. This study identified diverse 

genotypes e.g. KOPN 241, KOPN 370, KOPN 892 and 

KOPN 338 by RAPD markers for use in hybridization 

program for finger millet improvement. 
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